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1. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was a 

a) military alliance consisting of the United States and 
western European countries.

b) military alliance consisting of the USSR AND Eastern 
European countries.

c) military alliance of newly freed African Countries 

d) military alliance of the recently defeated countries of 
World War II 

e) military compact among the nonaligned states.  
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• The U.S.S.R.’s response was the Soviet-dominated 
counterpart to NATO known as the Warsaw Pact.



2. The significant failure mechanism within the United 
Nations was:

a. the insistence on members being industrialized.

b. domination of the Security Council by the Western nation.

c. lack of any military backup to enforce its decrees. 

d. rivalry among the permanent members is exercising veto 
actions.

e. being tied into the International Monetary Fund. 
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3. In the wake of World War II, the model of economic 
recovery in the west emphasized 

a. hoarding of resources from communist countries. 

b. a military industrial complex.

c. redevelopment of transportation infrastructures in the 
wake of wartime destruction.

d. restructuring of the labor system.

e. the production of consumers goods 
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• Increased wages, government sponsored health care, social 
welfare and income redistribution raised living standards in 
post-war Western Europe.



4. The Korean War was limited to the Korean Peninsula 
because 

a. the U.S. feared that attacking China might prompt Soviet 
retaliation.

b. neither side could win a decisive victory.

c. military technology had stagnated.

d. geographic conditions favored a defensive war.

e. of the inaccessibility of its location.
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5. Restrictions on U.S. military operations during the 
Vietnam War were designed to

a. prevent China from entering the war

b. keep the army from winning the war.

c. appease American antiwar activists.

d. win the sympathy of the North Vietnamese leaders

e. limit civilian casualties 
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b. keep the army from winning the war.

c. appease American antiwar activists.

d. win the sympathy of the North Vietnamese leaders.

e. limit civilian casualties.

• The Viet Cong were South Vietnamese guerilla fighters who 
were supported by North Vietnam.



6. The discovery by the United States that the Soviet Union had 
deployed nuclear missiles in Cuba in 1962 sparked

a. the blockade of Cuba.

b. United states deployment of nuclear missile in Turkey.

c. rebellion in Czechoslovakia.

d. the Bay of Pigs invasion.

e. the Cuban missile crisis.
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7. Greece and Turkey were admitted to NATO

a. they were felt to be capable of participating in the EEC.

b. to check Soviet expansion in Europe.

c. they were democratic republics with constitutions and met 
the NATO criteria.

d. they provided missile bases to Western military forces.

e. to reward their resistance movements agains the Axis 
powers during WWII.
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8. The event that served as the catalyst for the space 
race was

a. the U.S. landing of a man on the moon.

b. the successful Soviet flight of a man around the earth.

c. the Soviet Sputnik satellite launch.

d. the crash of the Apollo 11.

e. the U-2 incident of 1960.
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9. In 1947 India and Pakistan went to war over the 

a. the export of Kashmir wool.

b. northwestern state of 
Kashmir.

c. assassination of the Hindu 
leader Indira Gandhi.

d. breech of a nuclear weapons 
pact.
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10. Ho Chi Minh inspired

a. nationalist movements in Vietnam 
against China.

b. the building of the Contra regime in 
Hanoi.

c. a treaty between North and South 
Korea.

d. a nationalist coalition against the French.

e. students to go to Europe and study 
Marxism.
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11. The first British colony in West Africa to gain 
independence was

a. Ghana.

b. Rhodesia.

c. Guinea.

d. Nigeria.

e. Egypt.
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• Kenya faced a difficult task in winning independence mostly 
because of the influence of coffee planters.



12. South African governments used policies of racial 
segregation called

a. blitzkrieg.

b. partition.

c. secession.

d. volkgeist.

e. apartheid.
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13. Most of the leaders of African independence 
movements were

a. pro Communist.

b. committed to imparting democracy.

c. among the most westernized members of their 
society.

d. oppressed by imperial European government.

e. influenced by the Soviet economic model.
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14. Third World nations were

a. unwilling to flirt with either the U.S. or U.S.S.R.

b. ignored by the Soviet Union.

c. mostly in Latin America.

d. usually newly independent, poor nations.

e. all in the Northern Hemisphere.
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15. The Cold War isolated and excluded Japan from 
world political issues, helping Japan to

a. quietly begin to rebuild its military.

b. regain control over its wartime territories.

c. rebuild and develop its economic strength.

d. open its borders to immigrants from nations at war.
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16. Since World War II, the most important political 
issue in Arab countries has been the

a. struggle with Israel.

b. Suez Canal crisis.

c. military coup in Iraq

d. independence of OPEC nations.

e. decision to join the European Common Market.
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b. Suez Canal crisis.

c. military coup in Iraq
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• In 1948, Israel was declared as an independent Jewish 
state, defeated armies sent by Arab countries and displaced 
700,000 Palestinians refugees.

• In 1967, Israel regained Jerusalem.





17. The superpowers didn’t view the struggle between 
Israel and the Arab states as a vital concern until

a. Israel developed nuclear capabilities.

b. Anwar Sadat was assassinated.

c. the Oslo Accords were signed.

d. the oil wealth of the Middle East was discovered.
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18. The Egyptian-Israeli war in 1973 led directly to the

a. autonomy of the Palestinian people.

b. Arab oil embargo.

c. creation of the P.L.O.

d. Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

e. United Nations troops being stationed in the Gaza Stripl.
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